Class 4
English: 1) Learn questions and answers of unit covered.
2) Daily learn one new English word, its meaning and use in sentence
and have a record of it.
3) Write essays on the following topics :





My favourite sports
The relative I like the most
My Home
My favourite TV programme

4)Write letter on the following topics:
 A letter to your grandmother who has been ill and is now
recovering
 A letter to your friend, apologizing for having fight with him or
her.
Maths: Try to solve the problems of exercise 8.2 to exercise 8.6 in the
notebook.
Social Studies: Make a project that clearly specifies the different
domains of the earth.
English: Read the story “What happened to the reptiles fro0m A part
with the sun and do the question answers.
French: Draw a house and label different parts of it in French.
Chinese : Draw some fruits and write Chinese name.
Science: 1) Make model of a pin hole camera.

2) In half a chart stick pictures and write down the uses of magnets in
our daily life.
3) In half a chart6 draw and write down the functions of the skeleton
system.
Computer: Do pg 116,117,118,129,130,131,132,140,141,142 and 143
in copy.
Evs: Do any two following projects in half a chart paper.
Your project should include :i)Introduction
ii)Pictures
iii)Your view
iv)Conclusion
1.Camel dance festival in Bikaner,Rajasthan.
2.Your favourite journey using your fabourite transportation.
3.Different types of bridges.(Refer book pg.15)
4.The journey of bricks mode in a brick kils.
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